Abstract. Let X be a simply connected space and K be any eld. The normalized singular cochains N (X; K) admit a natural strongly homotopy commutative algebra structure, which induces a natural product on the Hochschild homology HH N X of the space X. We prove that, endowed with this product, HH N X is isomorphic to the cohomology algebra of the free loop space of X with coe cients in K. We also show how to construct a simpler Hochschild complex which allows direct computation.
to make computations in the general case. For instance in x4 -examples 5 and 6 of part II we examine the cases X = C P 2 , K = F 2 and X = G 2 , the exceptional Lie group, with K = F 5 .
Theorem 2 is somehow related to the formalism of path-integrals in supersymmetric quantum mechanics as explained below.
Let X be a nite dimensional smooth manifold and let LX be the space of smooth maps from S 1 to X. This space may be given the structure of an in nite dimensional manifold modelled on a Fr echet space. If X is paracompact, the natural inclusion LX X S 1 is a homotopy equivalence. On the other hand, if A DR (?) denotes the functor \di erential forms" then the \iterated integral map" de ned by K.T. Chen, 8] , C A DR (X) ! A DR (LX) is a homomorphism of di erential graded algebras, which is a quasi-isomorphism when X is simply connected. Since N X is shc-equivalent to A DR (X) there exists an isomorphism of graded algebras H DR (LX) = H (LX; R) : This is a de Rham theorem for the in nite dimensional manifold LX.
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Part I: Algebraic setting.
Throughout the paper, the ground eld K of characteristic p 0 is xed. We use the Kronecker convention: an object with lower negative graduation has upper non-negative graduation.
1. Review of the bar and cobar constructions 1.1 Recall that DA (resp. DC resp. DM) denotes the category of augmented, di erential graded algebras (resp. coaugmented di erential graded coalgebras, resp. di erential graded modules). An object A 2 Obj DA is a graded K-vector and we denote by a 1 ja 2 j:::ja k ] (resp. hc 1 jc 2 j::::jc l i) the standard generators of B k A or B k A (resp. l C or l C ) of degree
The natural inclusion BA ! BA (resp. the quotient C ! C) induces an isomorphism in (co)homology. In The associativity property of is a direct consequence of the associativity of the shu e map and of H A together with the fact that the morphisms ? and ? induce the identity in homology. It results from axiom 4 in the de nition of a shc-algebra that H A : k ! HH A is a unit. Axiom 2 in the de nition of a shc-structure and naturality imply the commutativity of HH A. Proof. If ' is a homomorphism of DG-algebras then HH ' is a well-de ned linear map, which is an isomorphism when ' is a quasi-isomorphism. The fact that HH ' preserves multiplications follows directly from the de nition of a shc-map together with the naturality of the constructions. Part II: From algebra to topology.
1. Hochschild homology of a space. 1.1 Let X be a topological space. We denote by C X (resp. N X) the algebra of un-normalized singular cochains (rep. of normalized singular cochains) on X. Since the inclusion N X ! C X is an algebra map and induces an isomorphism in (co)homology, we de ne the Hochschild homology of X as the graded vector space HH N X = HH C X : where AW denotes the normalized Alexander-Whitney map.
1.2 Proposition. Let 4 be the topological diagonal map. If X is path connected, the natural shc-structural map of N X de ned by X = BN 4 AW induces a natural graded commutative algebra structure on HH X. It results from lemma 3.9 below and from theorem 2.2 that the two natural transformations X = ( X X ) AW C N X N X and X = X C ( N X X ) are chain homotopic and thus the above diagram is commutative up to homotopy.
Indeed, the functor F 1 admits a natural unit (i.e. a linear map X : K ! F 1 (X) such that d = 0). The composition of the natural inclusions N 0 jjXjj ! C 0 jjXjj ! C jjXjj de nes a unit on F 2 . By a tedious veri cation, one checks that the natural transformations and respect these units.
3.9 Lemma. The functor F 1 (resp. F 2 ) is acyclic (resp. corepresentable) on a set of models in Top. Proof. Let Let (a m;f ) 2F(X) and 2 C n jjXjj. The formula ( X (a m;f ))( ) = a n;~ ( n ) de nes a natural transformation :F ! F such that = id, as can be seen from the diagram:
Costop(4 n 4;X) # " " # Top(4 n ; jjO n jj) Cnj~ j ?! Top(4 n ; jjXjj) 3.10 End of the proof of theorem 2. It remains to show that 0 X : BN X ! C jjY jj = C X induces an isomorphism of graded algebras in (co)homology. Since it has already been proved that 0 X induces a linear isomorphism in (co)homology (proposition 3.7), we have only to show that this isomorphism is compatible with the products. This is proved as in lemma 3.7, by setting: V (x 0 3 #x 00 5 ) = 3x 7 ; V (x 0 3 #x 00 7 ) = 4x 9 ; V (x 0 3 #x 00 9 ) = y 11 with 6 = 0, by 2 of proposition I-x6:6. A section s V of C ( ) can be determined in low degrees and a tedious but straightforward computation shows that the cocycle (1 x 3 ]) 5 is cohomologous to 4 (1 y 11 ]) and thus non trivial. By contrast, the cohomology class of (1 x 3 ]) 25 is zero as can be shown by a straightforward computation.
